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The *Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law* is pleased to announce the 2012-2013 Editorial Board:

Brian Scott Abrams  
Caroline Melissa Arbaugh  
Kenneth James Bentley  
Edgar Bratton Callaway  
Ellen Rebecca Clarke  
Melissa Anne Conrad  
Courtney Allison Coons  
Megan Amanda Cox  
Jeremy Blake Dailey  
William Howard Ellison  
Lauren Gray Farrar  
Brittany Lynn Froning  
Victoria Elissa Garel  
Christopher Matthew Gregory  
Mason Ervin Felton-Reid  
Eli David Geffin  
Joseph Jackson Harris  
Will Hamby-Hopkins  
Morgan Lynn Klinzing  
Catherine Mae Land  
Spencer Eugene Malley  
Alexander McDonald  
John Morhart  
David William Bobo Mullens III  
Andrew Henry Nelson  
Antoinette Ashleigh Newberry  
Matthew David O'brien  
Heather Nichole Percival  
Wendell Gray Reilly  
Daniel Rivkin  
James Carrol Roberts  
Brandon Kristopher Sykes  
Brittany Venchelle Sykes  
Suzanne Elizabeth Timmons  
Walter Matthew Wilson